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M IDWINTER NIGHT'S DREAM.

The snows outside are white and white
The gusty flue shouts through the night;
And by the lonely chimney Iigbt,
1 sit and dream of summer.

The orchard bough creaks in the blast,
Tbat like a ghost goes shrieking past,
And coals are dying.fast and fast,
But stili I dream of summer.

'Tis flot the voice of falling rain,
Or soft wind blown through tattered pane,
When earth will laugh in green again,
Th at makes me dream of summer.

But bopes will then bave backward flown,
Like fleets of promise long out-blown;
And Love once more will greet bis own.
This is my dream of summer.

WILLIAM WILFRED CAMPBELL.

WALLACE AND DARWINISM.

ar> nthis century the doctrine was first definitely enun-Cltdby Lamarck that the various forms of plants and animais
n living on the earth are the modified descendants of anextinct

npres and fauna, the remains of which are only fragmentarily
Sto us'in fossiliferous strata. This is the doctrine of

th 0or Transformism. Lamarck endeavored to explain
(i rgnO sc e n modified species by suggesting that

,!nVoles requenty, in other words, that changed habits
st -1..Iteation in structure. This is the theory of Lamarck-
ts 'lvoIves, as is obvions, the transmissibility to descend-

Paret arceistics acquired during the life of the individual
1 t, either- Lamarck's statement of the doctrine of Evo-

til 'orbs explanation thereof, attracted much attention
tft r later, when Darwin's IlOrigin of Species " made

Stitute onfEvolution familiar to the whole world, and sub-
bi ref~ the Lamarckian explanation that which now bears

'Phe nae-Darwinism.
char e OniPleteness of Darwin's argument is one of the mostd ace«"'i features of his book ; he seems to have conclud-

not to Pflblish it tili be bad rendered it unassailable. HowLIgbis desire to con sider every aspect of the question mightbard prevented him from making his conclusions public, it is
lace, to 8ay, but tbe appearance of two essays by A. R. Wal-.
Rt l' C7ntaining an independent statement of the samne tbeory,

a"e fiurnished the necessary stimulus to publication.
aç rst Of the essays referred to summarises the geographi.
kIl geolOQica arguments for evolution ; but the second8had"'le important of the two, contains not merely a fore-,

Staten OnIY of the theory of natural selection, but a definite
4n et Ofthe law that a given tract of tbe earth's surfacett ly he spport a certain number of plants and animais;

e enufa.tgl for existence between the numer-
1 Wheh Prln ofthe parent forms; that only those persisthk l, etr dp to ail the conditions of life, and that

Survival is due to variation often inconspicuons but

This is the Darwinism-the theory of the selection by nature
of the fittest ; it involves an inherent tendency on the part of
plants and animais to vary from the parent form in ways both
more and less adapted to the surrounding conditions, but the
theory takes such variation simply as a matter of observation,
and does not necessariiy involve a discussion of the cause thereof.

Darwin himself, in the later editions of his book, gives due
consideration to other processes, such as sexual selection and
geographical isolation, which, besides natural selection, have
had their part in giving origin to new species. 0f other
naturalîsts who have devoted their attention to the subject,
some have attributed greater importance to one factor, some
to another. Wagner e. g. has supposed geographical isolation
to be the most important factor, while Haeckel and Noegcli
associate witb Darwinism a modified Lamarckism, and the
latter authority also assumes an inherent tendency to higher
organization accompanying the tendency to variation.

Weisman, on the other hand, denies the transmissibility of
acquired peculiarities which is necessary to Lamarckism, and
accepts natural selection as omnipotent. But there are objec-
tions to the omnipotency of natural selection as ordinarily con-
ceived. One of the most recent, as well as vîgorous of these,
is Mr. Romanes, who argues from the observed sterility of
species when crossed, from the inutility of many specific char.
acters, and from the swamping effects of intercrossing on varia-
tion, that some other factor has been at work. This be con-
ceives to be a variation affecting the reproductive apparatus
such as to render some varieties of a species infertile wilh other
(perhaps outwardly not conspicuously different) varieties, and
thus to isolate them physiologically as effectually as if they
were geographically isolated.

Wallace, bowever, does not consider Romanes' hypothesis
necessary to account for the origin of new species, and an
argument between these two biologists is in progress, which
promises to clear the way for further research on this subject.

Should Romanes' hypothesis stand the test of such research,
it is nevertheless true that the special kind of variation referred
to would still only be considered subsidiary to natural selection
in originating new species. This is also true with regard to
structural peculiarities wbich anatomists regard as not capable
of explanation by natural selection as ordinarily considered.
The bonies, for instance, in their architecture answer ail the re-
quirements of mechanics, in attaining the greatest possible
strength with the least material.

Such functional adaptations could not have been arrived at
through natural selection, unless we argue with Roux that the
capacity of tissues to adapt themselves to their functions bas,
itself, been acquired as a general characteristic of organisms in
the course of their competition with other organisms not simil-
arly gifted.

In the lectures to, be given in the Convocation Hall, on the
evenings of next Thursday and Friday, Dr. Wallace will hardly
bave time to discuss ail those aspects of the question as to
wbich the students of the sciences would like to hear bis
opinion. But he is certain to present sucb a view of the theory
witb which bis name is so, closely connected, as will enable
every tboughtful student to understand thoroughly its present
position.

Apart fromn the distinction which Waliace's essays in philoso-
phical biology bave procured bim, be is said to be celebrated
for bis public speaking. This ougbt to be an additional in-
ducement to students in aIl departments not to lose an oppor.
tunity of hearing a man whose name will always be associated
witb Darwin's, as the co-discovercr of an epoch.making theory.

R.R. W.
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